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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The costs of healthcare data breaches are staggering.

O

ver the past few years, healthcare organizations such as New
York-Presbyterian Hospital and Columbia University,i Cignet
Health,ii and Blue Cross Blue Shield of Tennesseeiii have paid
millions of dollars in data breach settlements. But the costs go
far beyond those fines. Blue Cross Blue Shield Tennessee estimates it
paid out over $17 million in “investigation, notification, and protection
efforts” after its breach caused by the theft of unencrypted hard drives.iv
And that amount is before the organization can consider the long-term
impact, and associated costs, of lost trust and confidence by the larger
patient community.

Blue Cross Blue Shield Tennessee estimates it paid out over
$17 million in “investigation, notification, and protection
efforts” after its breach caused by the theft of unencrypted
hard drives.iv
Cybersecurity is more than just a buzzword. It is a key competence that
needs to exist beyond the cubical walls of a hospital’s IT department with
strategies and policies in place that extend across the entire enterprise.
But with new and more sophisticated attacks on the horizon, it can be
difficult for healthcare organizations to understand how to best protect
their patients—and their business.
The purpose of this research report is to better understand how healthcare
organizations can better prepare for the next generation of cyber security
attacks. This report will discuss the current security threat landscape,
including spear phishing attacks and ransomware, and how cybersecurity
experts see those threats evolving over the next few years. It will outline
the healthcare-specific challenges involved in putting in place a sustainable
cybersecurity plan. It will consider why it is so important for healthcare
organizations to be open and transparent about cybersecurity strategies
across the enterprise. And, finally, it will highlight the workflows and
processes required to help healthcare organizations of any size take
better control of security endeavors and defend the enterprise against
increasingly sophisticated attacks, helping your organization to protect
critical protected health information (PHI), reduce the risk of extravagant
fines, and increase patient trust.
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INTRODUCTION
$1.2 million. $1.7 million. $3 million. $4.8 million.

T

he numbers are staggering. So much so that you might think
these figures might represent some additional budgetary
allotments for new and innovative information technology (IT)
projects. But they are not. They are the dollar amounts of data
breach fines and settlements that various healthcare organizations have
paid out over the past few years for violating the Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act (HIPAA). They represent the price of a deactivated
network server that made patient data accessible online. The cost of stolen
portable storage devices or unencrypted laptops. The bill for returning
a photocopy machine without first wiping the hard drive clean of patient
data.v The price of not safeguarding protected health information (PHI) at
all costs.
But the costs don’t stop at fines and settlements. A Ponemon research
report stated that the additional expenses related to a data breach are
also substantial. Given the expenses related to incident handling,
organizations can expect to pay approximately $233 per compromised
record—and that’s without considering the expenses involved with
recovery actions such as data recovery and legal fees.vi Blue Cross Blue
Shield of Tennessee estimates it paid out in excess of $17 million in
related expenses after its well-publicized theft of unencrypted hard drives
filled with PHI.vii

“It’s easy to find a financial motivator here and help educate
others so they see that information security activities
are a form of insurance that we need to be keeping.”
– Martin Littmann
Martin Littmann, Chief Technology Officer and Chief Information Security
Officer for Kelsey-Seybold Clinic, says he uses the news stories about
these breaches and associated costs to help educate clinicians and other
key stakeholders about the importance of cybersecurity.
“I regularly send around news stories of other people that have had fines
levied against them,” he says. “Seeing the outcomes from various investigations that result in these kinds of fines for breaches whether due to
poor behavior, poor practices, or poor policies helps them see the value.
It’s easy to find a financial motivator here and help educate others so they
see that information security activities are a form of insurance that we
need to be keeping.”
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Stephen Nardone, Director of Security and Mobility Professional
Solutions and Services Practice at Connection, agrees that such public
fines and settlements are providing an important service as a
warning to healthcare entities of what can happen when breaches occur.
“A lot of the healthcare organizations we talk to seem to be a little
bit behind the power curve from where they need to be when it
comes to having a good set of security controls and procedures to
help protect their electronic protected health information (ePHI),” he
says. “We’re seeing interest grow because of these kinds of fines
but also because the number of attacks, the types of ransomware
we’ve been seeing over of the past six to eight months, are increasing,
too.”
Cybersecurity experts across the industry agree. When it comes
to cybersecurity threats, it’s not a matter of if, but when. Hospitals and
other healthcare organizations should expect to be attacked.
“The number one thing you need to realize is that, no matter what
you do, you’re going to get broken into eventually. If someone really
wants to break in, they are going to find a way in,” says Ron
Mehring, Vice President of Technology and Security at Texas Health
Resources.

“The number one thing you need to realize is that, no matter
what you do, you’re going to get broken into eventually.
If someone really wants to break in, they are going to
find
a way in,” – Ron Mehring
Yet despite this reality, according to several surveys,
healthcare
organizations are not investing enough in their
cybersecurity programs.viii To survive those cyberattacks, and offer
patients the highest quality care and privacy, Mehring argues, this
needs to change. Healthcare organizations need to prioritize
information security investments in order to create and maintain a
transparent, effective security plan to appropriately respond to such
break-ins so that patient data—and subsequent patient care—are not at
risk.
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THE THREAT LANDSCAPE
—NOW AND IN THE FUTURE

T

oday, most hospital information security officers are concerned
about the prevalence of ransomware attacks, a form of malware
that locks down an organization’s network and prevents the
access of data until a ransom, usually demanded in Bitcoin,
is paid. A recent quick-hit survey conducted by the Healthcare Information
and Management Systems Society (HIMSS) found that 75% of respondents had been hit with some form of ransomware attack in the past year.ix
And a Wired magazine article published in March of 2016 suggested that
hospitals are a preferred target for such cybersecurity extortion because
they rely on patient information to provide the best quality care.x Indeed,
any ransom demanded would almost certainly cost less than a rash
of patient injuries and deaths—and the resulting malpractice lawsuits.
“The threat is there. But it’s not just ransomware,” says Nardone.
“It’s estimated that the value of a healthcare record is 10 times the value
of a credit card in the open market. And that’s why individuals are
specifically targeting hospitals in general looking for ways to breach the
system. That patient data has a lot of value, whether they are trying to
access it or hold it hostage.”

A recent quick-hit survey conducted by the
Healthcare Information and Management Systems Society
(HIMSS) found that 75% of respondents had been hit with
some form of ransomware attack in the past year.x – HIMSS

He says that healthcare organizations are now also having to deal with
polymorphic malware, a piece of code with intelligence to change and
morph within the system to avoid detection, as well as with maintaining the physical security of computers, laptops, thumb drives, and other
mobile devices. He also says that hospitals need to consider how they
will manage the security of medical devices—physical devices such as
pacemakers that may be sending data to and receiving data from the
electronic health record (EHR) system.
“There’s a lot that’s out there,” he says. “And the best process to follow
is to be prepared for any sort of attack—and really just expect that it is
going to happen. Build your process and your program around the fact
that an attack will happen.”
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Ron Mehring, Vice President of Technology and Security at Texas Health
Resources, says that even traditional “spear phishing” or “phishing”
attacks, where a seemingly legitimate email attempts to convince an
employee to click a malicious link in order to gain access to the network,
can have severe consequences. He says what some call “old” attacks are
evolving—and an organization’s response plan needs to be just as agile
to deal with such threats.
“People call things the ‘next generation’ attack but they all seem to be
rebranding of old attacks. The way attacks are performed, I think, won’t
change dramatically over the years,” he says. “Attackers will find different
ways to exploit and access the infrastructure and you need to be able to
react to that. And as the controls are getting better, our adversaries are
having to get better at what they do. So we have to get better, too.”

9
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RANSOMWARE

OUTLINING THE
LATEST THREATS
Modality: An attacker gains access to a network via phishing or a physical entry point (USB stick),
installing a virus that encrypts files that can only be unlocked via a specific passcode or key.
The attacker establishes contact and demands a ransom payment, typically in Bitcoin.
Prevention Methods: Identify and define value of critical data and where it is housed within
the network, understand protection protocols and access governance of this data, understand
firewalling and encryption practices for high-value data, add a DMARC or filter for email systems,
run continuous mock scenarios against clinicians and administrative staff illustrating a potential
attack, create “live” scenarios for IT teams specifically to isolate and eliminate ransomware threats.xi
More specific steps: avoid mapping drives and hide network shares, delegate record write access
only when needed, explore and research CryptoLocker Software Restriction Policies, always have
working and reliable data backups, be aggressive in blocking file extensions via email, use application
whitelisting to prevent unapproved programs from runningxii.

WHALING
OR CEO FRAUD

SPEAR PHISHING

Meet the Ransomware Family (The Well-Known Variations of Ransomware):
CryptoLocker, Locky, TeslaCrypt, CryptoWall, Samas
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Modality: An attacker crafts and sends an email to a carefully selected target group that prompts
the user to download a malicious attachment or share sensitive data. Emails are typically
personalized to mimic that of an email the target would typically receive, which includes official
email signatures, logos, or similar email address domains. Content of the email can also be driven
by social engineering and data mining of online profiles (Facebook, LinkedIn, etc.). Credentials are
then used to access sensitive data, create additional backdoors for access to the network, steal
valuable records, and erase activity log records.
Recently Impacted Organizations:
Main Line Healthxiii, CareFirstxiv
Prevention Methods: Advanced end user education focusing specifically on limiting a target’s
potential online exposure through social media or websites, advanced password requirements for
network users, dual-factor and strong authentication for access to critical systems, closely managing
patches and updates to security software, create internal mock phishing attacks to continuously
test network penetration and employee training.

Modality: An attacker sends an email request from a C-Suite executive, director, or management
team member either through a compromised email address or through a false email address
requesting immediate money transfers to an external account.
Prevention Methods: Continuous C-Suite penetration testing and monitoring, initiate test phishing
campaigns targeting C-Suite executive team members, application of advanced email phishing
filters, crafting verification processes upon receiving financial requests (phone verification, etc.),
arrange educational meetings and programming targeted for C-Suite executives and their administrators.
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UNDER THE MICROSCOPE:

POLYMORPHIC
MALWARE

DOMAIN
SPOOFING

OUTLINING THE
LATEST THREATS
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Continued

Modality: An attacker uses a phishing email to redirect a user to a falsified domain website,
which mirrors or mimics similar functionality to that of an internal company website. Often the initial
phishing email will appear as an official system generated email directing the user to a portal for
entry of credentials or sensitive information.
Prevention Methods: Configure mail gateways or firewalls to use LDAP lookup to confirm the
existence of email recipients, configure mail server to block email from open relay blacklists or
DNS blacklists, leverage authenticated mail relaysxv, format systems to authenticate domain names,
launch education initiatives among employees about falsified domains, continue penetration tests
with falsified domain website scenarios among staff and C-Suite team.

Modality: An attacker gains access to a network via phishing or on-site access and installs
a malware program (Trojan, worm, virus, etc.). This virus then is able to evade security countermeasures
and firewalls by continuously rewriting and manipulating files to change and hide its appearance
within a system. Oftentimes adapted from threats originally attacking the banking industry.
Prevention methods: Threat scenario testing with IT team members, develop an isolation plan
for infected machines from the network, develop and install advanced security threat detection
software combined with robust server level monitoring, advanced training for employees in both
on-site security and email security to limit risk, invest in and hire IT staff members that specialize
in targeting, detecting, and eliminating advanced security threats.

THE ANATOMY OF A NEXT-GENERATION
THREAT ON THE HORIZON SHIFU TROJAN –
Currently a high-powered threat used to attack the banking industry, Shifu is a next-generation
malware developed using components of the Shiz, Gozi, Zeus and other well known viruses.
Upon infection this Trojan variation wipes local system restore points,
is an XML format which limits its exposure to security systems
and protocols, disables security tools and sandboxes, steals
authentication tokens and can forge user certificate keys. Shifu is also
one of the first malwares seen with active security measures built in to
prevent other malware from entering the system, to allow continuous
control of its environment. A basic Shifu Trojan can become a very
dangerous potential risk for healthcare providers, and includes the
following stock features:

U
F
I
SH

• Anti-research capabilities
• Browser hooking
and web inject parsing

• Certificate grabbing
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• Screenshot grabbing
• Remote access tools (RAT)
• And more…xvi

THE CHALLENGES OF CYBERSECURITY
IN THE HEALTHCARE SPACE

C

urran says the unique aspect of healthcare cybersecurity is the
focus on the patient. “We need to be aware of any security issue
that may affect the patient or have a negative impact on patient
care,” he says. “The data in an EHR is critical. If you can’t access
it, or the data is wrong, you could potentially kill a patient. So our security
always has to center around the patient.”
And, certainly, the street value of a complete healthcare record makes
hospitals a unique target for cyberattack as well. But are hospitals ready?
In 2014, Reuters reported that the FBI had sent a special memo to healthcare providers warning them that their cybersecurity protocols lagged
behind those found in other industries, making them more vulnerable and
more likely to be targeted by cyberattacks.xvii Mehring says he doesn’t
think all healthcare organizations are lagging behind—but he does say
that healthcare faces some challenges that make it more difficult to put
strong security strategies in place.

“As the Internet of Things (IoT) gets bigger, we’re going
to have medical devices that are going to be part of the
medical record. Maybe not too far in the future, we’ll have
implantable devices that automatically monitor your heart
rate and add that data to your electronic health record. We
need to start thinking now about how we can protect those
medical devices.” – Phil Curran
“It’s a complex world. Whether you’re on the payer, provider, or medical
device side. You have a lot of complex architectures and complex
systems,” he says. “You have old systems that have been around for
many years that we’ve carried forward because they work well and they
are tightly integrated with clinical workflows. So you have those old
systems interacting with new systems as we bring in new capabilities.
That interaction of old and new—we carry a lot of agents in one collective
network. It can get really complicated.”
Phil Curran says that some of those newer agents that require careful
security monitoring are mobile and medical devices. “As the Internet
of Things (IoT) gets bigger, we’re going to have medical devices that are
going to be part of the medical record. Maybe not too far in the future,
we’ll have implantable devices that automatically monitor your heart rate
and add that data to your electronic health record,” he says. “We need
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to start thinking now about how we can protect those medical devices.
You need to mitigate the risks as much as possible.”
Mehring says that means there are a lot of things for a healthcare
organization to keep track of—and the list will just keep getting longer.
“You have so many different things piling into the architecture. The
complexity just keeps building,” says Mehring. “And all these different
surface areas create opportunities for malicious actors. It’s hard
to address them all at the level of robustness necessary to keep every
bad person out.”

Education and People Management
And there is one particular surface area that requires
extremely careful management when it comes to
cybersecurity: a healthcare organization’s own
employees. In 2012, a Trend Micro report suggested
that 91% of all cyberattacks across industry
verticals start with a simple phishing email.xviii
And the 2016 Verizon Data Breach Investigations
Report found that, on average, 11% of end users
click on included attachments in phishing
messages. xix While these reports focused on all
industry verticals, Littmann says it’s important to
understand healthcare is not immune to such risks.

91%

of all cyberattacks
start with a simple
phishing email

“The first time I sent a phishing email campaign out
in my organization, to test our risk, the results shocked
both me and our executive team in terms of the gap in
our security awareness and education. It became an area
of emphasis for us.” – Martin Littmann
“You need to understand where your highest security risks are. And
you cannot assume that anyone in your organization is not a risk,”
says Littmann. “The first time I sent a phishing email campaign out
in my organization, to test our risk, the results shocked both me and
our executive team in terms of the gap in our security awareness
and education. It became an area of emphasis for us.”
Mehring concurs. “Your largest surface area is your people component.
They are the ones interacting with the Internet. They are interacting with
the email services. They are interacting with things in many different
ways,” he says. “And so you have to accept that there’s going to be a
certain amount of risk there and try to do what you can to manage it.”
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11%

of end users
click on their
attachments

“One thing we do after we do a phishing campaign, is reach
out to the people who have been phished and direct them
to education, no matter who they are or where they happen
to work...” – Stephen Nardone
Curran says that even highly educated people can fall for phishing links.
“This isn’t meant to bash people because we have a lot of very smart,
highly capable employees. They want to do a good job. Doctors and
nurses are doing what they can to make the patient well. They are getting
hundreds of emails a day. The business guys are just as busy. It can be
hard to know when you are being phished,” he says. “If you get an email
from the Chief Financial Officer that says invoice, and it’s marked urgent,
there’s a good chance you are going to click on that attachment.”
This is why Nardone says that transparency, education, and people
management are key components of any effective security strategy.
Information security can no longer be delegated to a cubicle in the back
of the IT department—something that only occurs behind the scenes.
Any effective policy needs to touch on every aspect of the enterprise.
Littmann agrees wholeheartedly.
“One thing we do after we do a phishing campaign, is reach out to the
people who have been phished and direct them to education, no matter
who they are or where they happen to work,” he says. “This gives us an
opportunity to show people just how sophisticated some of these attacks
are and how to avoid them in the future.”

Tools for Putting the Right Plan in Place
With such complex systems and large surface areas of penetration, how
can a healthcare organization make sure it is putting the right security
policies in place to ensure it is prepared for inevitable attacks?
The first step, Littmann says, is getting all your key stakeholders on board.
He says that any successful cybersecurity program is going to be a
collaborative one. “Getting your leadership organization on board is
important. It can help you create a security education campaign across
the enterprise, for starters,” he says. “But it also helps you make sure that
your information security organization is aligned with your infrastructure
organization. Those organizations can’t operate in silos, they have to
operate hand in hand for a successful plan to take shape.”
From there, Curran advises organizations to look at the HITRUST
Common Security Framework (CSF).xx
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Keys to
Defending
Against the
Next Generation
of Threats:

“This is a great starting point to use for your
gap analysis,” he says. “It was designed for
your compliance and HIPAA requirements.
And it’s the best place to begin to make sure
you’re covered.”
Mehring suggests a look at the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
Cybersecurity Framework for guidance as
well.xxi He says NIST has some pretty easy
to-do lists to help you set up a good basic
security program.
“You put a plan in place for the most basic
things—to start, the blocking and tackling of
bad things that happen on any network every
single day. You pay attention to the basics,”
says Mehring. “Make sure you have a plan in
place to keep your systems up to date and
patched. Address any gaps and figure out
how you can compensate. Make sure that
access is done correctly. Know where your
assets are, where your data resides, and how
people can get to it. Get granular enough
in your plan that you know what you need
to do immediately, that you don’t have to
search people out. You start small and build
up from there.”
But the plan, of course, is only as good as
it is practiced and tested. Littmann tests the
limits of his security programs and policies
on a regular basis. “We conduct phishing
campaigns. We regularly validate password
strength through ethical hacking. We used
these results to support increasing the complexity of our password policy, adding a
dictionary filter. We leave USB sticks lying
around and see if anyone picks it up and puts
it in a drive,” he says. “We do some social
engineering. We run penetration testing and
risk assessments on a regular basis. We test
our policies and make sure they are holding up.
And we often work with third-party vendors
to do that.”
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1. Getting your key stakeholders and
executive leadership on board.
2. Assess and understand where your key
data and PHI is housed. Assess quality
of backup data and storage protocols.
3. Refer to top security frameworks from
key sources such as the HITRUST
Common Security Framework and NIST
Cybersecurity Framework.
4. Start small with the most basic instances
that can happen on the network regularly,
and expand your strategies out from
that point.
5. Create an automation workflow for
continuous patching and updating
of software.
6. Assemble a group of multi-disciplinary
team members to assess different
aspects of the security protocol for other
departments.
7. Leverage security software and built-in
hardware through servers to scan and
monitor the network and manage risks.
8. Create a follow up program to continuously test and monitor penetrations into
the network.
9. Install a security education plan for
employees and staff, especially to combat
social engineering and spear phishing.
10. Commit to regular and continuous
security testing scenarios for staff and
executive leadership
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But Nardone says that, with such a complex infrastructure, it can be
difficult for organizations to really understand their true cybersecurity
risks without some outside help.
“Many organizations don’t have the tools, the approach, or the skills to be
able to do a good security analysis. They can’t tell you whether their
infrastructure does a good job of protecting them against exploitation,” he
says. “So it pays to look for skilled resources who are qualified to see the
big picture, to understand the issues involved with mobility and medical
devices, and help you manage your risk from an end to end perspective.”
But it is clear that having a comprehensive plan in place is the key
to an effective response. Littmann says that the security program at
the Kelsey-Seybold Clinic helped them quickly identify a ransomware
situation before it did any significant damage.
“We were able to identify the problem within an hour, stop the machines
that were propagating the infection and limit the exposure,” he says.
“We did end up with close to 80,000 files that were ransomed on some
file shares but were able to recover each and every one because we had
a back-up approach plan in place. We were also able to identify any file
that anyone touched that day and made edits to secure the last
competent back-up. All in all, we had a very rapid incident response,
almost no downtime, and no consideration of paying a ransom.”
Curran says they had a similar situation at Cooper University Healthcare
last year. “When we had our ransomware attack, we were able to quickly
respond. We followed our incidence response plan and it paid off,” he
says. “We only had 14 PCs infected—and that’s why it didn’t make the
news. You’ve got to have a plan. You’ve got to follow the plan. It really
does make all the difference.”
The costs of healthcare data breaches are staggering.
Experts agree that it’s not a matter of if, but when, your organization will
face a cyberattack. And the attacks are only growing in sophistication.
But even healthcare organizations, with their unique infrastructures and
large surface penetration areas, can be ready for any eventuality with the
right kind of preparation. By working across the enterprise to create and
maintain a thoughtful, comprehensive cybersecurity program, your
organization can significantly reduce the risks of an expensive data breach
or next-generation cyberattack, ensuring that patient health information
is protected and the quality of care is never compromised.
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